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• Hackers broke into the Web site of a New York tour company and stole about 110,000 
bank card numbers, according to IDG News Service. (See item 9) 

• CNN reports U.S. officials confirmed an al Qaeda group contemplated spreading poison on 
salad bars and buffets at U.S. hotels and restaurants. (See item 21) 
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Energy Sector 

Current Electricity Sector Threat Alert Levels: Physical: ELEVATED, 
Cyber: ELEVATED 
Scale: LOW, GUARDED, ELEVATED, HIGH, SEVERE [Source: ISAC for the Electricity Sector (ES-ISAC) - 
[http://www.esisac.com]  

1. December 21, Denver Examiner – (Louisiana) Scientists find massive damage from 
BP oil spill in Gulf of Mexico. A thick layer of oil bearing the chemical signature of 
the BP Deepwater Horizon blow-out has been discovered covering thousands of square 
miles of sea floor in the Gulf of Mexico, according to a federal report released 
December 21. On a recent research vessel expedition, scientists from the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the University of South Florida found 
high levels of toxins in a deadly blanket of oil on the sea floor measuring several 
centimeters thick. Scientists said all the micro-organisms and worms in the sediment 
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were dead. Using tests called biomarkers, a University of South Florida oceanographer 
traced the damage to the BP oil spill. The oceanographer told the Wall Street Journal, 
“The chemical signatures are identical.” Whistleblowers from the Environmental 
Protection Agency warned about the dangers of BP’s extensive use of the chemical 
dispersant Corexit. Their reports claimed that sinking the spilled oil was more deadly 
than removing it from the surface. 
Source: http://www.examiner.com/political-spin-in-national/scientists-find-massive-
damage-from-bp-oil-spill-gulf-of-mexico 

2. December 20, Associated Press – (California) Storm caused 282K power outages in 
PG&E territory. Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (PG&E) crews were working December 
20 to restore power to the last of about 282,000 customers in California who lost 
electricity because of stormy weather the previous few days. A PG&E spokesman said 
about 3,600 customers, mostly in the Sierras still do not have power, but most of them 
should get it back by December 20. He said the wet and windy weather damaged more 
than 50 power poles within PG&E’s territory, which runs from Bakersfield to the 
Oregon border. A spokesman said PG&E crews are preparing for another series of 
storms expected to hit California later the week of December 20. The San Francisco-
based utility is urging its customers to have battery-powered radios and flashlights on 
hand in case they lose their electricity. 
Source: http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-
bin/article.cgi?f=/n/a/2010/12/20/state/n120941S39.DTL 

3. December 20, Wall Street Journal – (National) U.S. mine accidents killed 48 in 
year. The Massey Energy Co. accident in April that claimed the lives of 29 miners 
made 2010 the deadliest year for U.S. coal miners in nearly two decades, with 48 
workers killed in accidents at mines through December 20. The Massey accident, 
combined with six other coal-mine fatalities in West Virginia, also made it that state’s 
deadliest year since 1974, according to the West Virginia Office of Miners’ Health, 
Safety, and Training. Nationwide, 55 coal miners were killed in 1992, the most recent 
year that more than 48 fatalities occurred, according to the Mine Safety and Health 
Administration. In 2009, the number of coal miner fatalities had dropped to 18. The 
federal mine-safety agency has responded to the increased fatalities with blitz 
inspections at mines around the country, in which inspectors arrive and take control of 
phones to ensure workers underground are not tipped off that regulators are on their 
way. The agency is rewriting regulations to make it easier to shut a mine with a history 
of serious safety violations. A spokesman for the National Mining Association said the 
industry had improved its safety record in recent years, but noted, “the Upper Big 
Branch fatalities were a sobering reminder that we’ve still have a way to go in ensuring 
that all our miners return safely after every shift.” 
Source: 
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704610904576032040147585416.htm
l 

4. December 20, KSL 5 Salt Lake City – (Utah) Oil tanker crashes in Provo 
Canyon. Another crash involving a semi-truck carrying crude oil forced teams to close 
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the Provo Canyon Highway in Utah for several hours December 20. Just before 10 
a.m., a tanker pulling two additional pups — all filled with crude oil — was traveling 
west through Provo Canyon. About 200 yards past the Sundance turnoff, the third 
trailer tipped onto its side but stayed attached to the others, a department of public 
safety spokesman said. Approximately 10 barrels of crude oil had leaked, but all of it 
was believed to have been contained before it reached the Provo River, he said. The 
tanker was carrying about 65 barrels from Duchesne County. The driver of the tanker 
was not injured. Provo Canyon from about the mouth to the Charleston turnoff was 
closed through the afternoon of December 20. Crews had to transfer all the oil into 
another tanker before up-righting the trailer. This is the second incident in Provo 
Canyon involving a truck transporting crude oil in the past week. 
Source: http://www.ksl.com/?nid=148&sid=13729587 

[Return to top]  

Chemical Industry Sector 

5. December 20, Bloomberg – (Texas) DuPont plant releases over 20,000 pounds of 
ethylene. DuPont Co.’s Sabine River Works chemical plant in Orange, Texas, released 
more than 20,000 pounds of ethylene when a fire protection circuit tripped, according 
to a filing to the National Response Center. The release was in a downstream 
derivatives unit of the ethylene cracker and the failure did not affect cracker operations, 
a spokesman for the Wilmington, Delaware-based company said in a telephone 
interview. The incident was reported at about 6:20 p.m. December 18, the filing 
showed. The Sabine complex is 110 miles east of Houston. 
Source: http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2010-12-20/dupont-plant-releases-over-20-
000-pounds-of-ethylene-nrc-says.html 

For another story, see item 26  
 
[Return to top]  

Nuclear Reactors, Materials and Waste Sector 

6. December 21, Cherry Hill Courier-Post – (New Jersey) Lack of cooling towers at 
plant criticized. Allowing the Oyster Creek nuclear reactor in Lacey Township, New 
Jersey to operate through 2019 without cooling towers will undermine efforts to reduce 
fish losses and thermal effects at other power stations and could conflict with 
forthcoming federal rules for cooling towers, critics contend. But New Jersey officials 
are defending their agreement with Exelon Corp., called an administrative consent 
order, as the shortest possible route to reduce the environmental effects of drawing 1.4 
billion gallons of water daily from Barnegat Bay. Even after power production stops in 
2019, the plant will still need to draw 57.6 million gallons per day, about 4 percent of 
the 1.4-billion gallon daily flow that cools the reactor now, until final disassembly that 
could take decades to accomplish. “It’s a 96 percent reduction in the (daily water) 
draw. They need that water to keep the fuel rods and the core cool,” said the chief 
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adviser to department of environmental protection commissioner. Exelon argued 
cooling towers would still require 805 million gallons per day. The company broke that 
down as 403 million gallons per day for intake and 388 million gallons per day for 
discharge, with 14 million gallons per day evaporated as steam. 
Source: http://www.courierpostonline.com/article/20101221/NEWS01/12210341/Lack-
of-cooling-towers-at-plant-criticized 

7. December 21, Greenbay Press-Gazette – (Wisconsin) Point Beach continues nuclear 
reactor repairs. Technicians at Point Beach Nuclear Plant near Manitowoc, 
Wisconsin, December 20 continued their efforts to identify and repair problems with 
the Unit No. 2 control rod mechanism. “We are still doing all the stuff we need to do. 
We are still in the process of testing,” a Point Beach spokeswoman said. The reactor 
was shut down December 13 when the mechanism did not perform as designed during 
a scheduled test. It worked when the test was conducted during the shutdown, but the 
mechanism unexpectedly dropped control rods into the reactor during a restart attempt 
the next day. Control rods affect the rate of nuclear fission and are inserted into the 
reactor for an automatic shut down in the event of an emergency. 
Source: 
http://www.greenbaypressgazette.com/article/20101221/GPG03/12210580/1247 

[Return to top]  

Critical Manufacturing Sector 
 

Nothing to report 
 
[Return to top]  

Defense Industrial Base Sector 
 

Nothing to report 
 
[Return to top]  

Banking and Finance Sector 

8. December 21, Softpedia – (National) New phishing campaign targets Netflix 
users. Security researchers from Trend Micro warn of a phishing campaign targeting 
Netflix customers, which produces e-mails claiming their accounts were suspended. 
The rogue e-mails cite credit card problems and instruct users to log into their accounts 
via the included link to update their payment information. The messages are titled 
“Your Account Has Been Suspended” and read “We are sending this email to let you 
know that your credit card has been expired. To update your account information, 
please visit Your Account.” Phishers used a real Netflix e-mail template when creating 
the campaign in order to add credibility. It bears the company’s logo, disclaimer, 
contact information and color scheme. The phishing attack works in two steps. The first 
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one is meant to steal Netflix account credentials, the advertised link taking users to a 
Web site mimicking the Netflix log-in page. Once victims input credentials, they are 
redirected to a second page displaying a form to input credit card details and other 
financial data. 
Source: http://news.softpedia.com/news/New-Phishing-Campaign-Targets-Netflix-
Users-173884.shtml 

9. December 20, IDG News Service – (National) Hackers hit New York tour firm, 
access 110,00 bank cards. Hackers have broken into the Web site of the New York 
tour company, CitySights NY, and stolen about 110,000 bank card numbers. They 
broke in using an SQL Injection attack on the Web server, CitySights said in a 
December 9 breach notification letter published by New Hampshire’s attorney general. 
The company learned of the problem in late October, when, “a web programmer 
discovered [an] unauthorized script that appears to have been uploaded to the 
company’s web server, which is believed to have compromised the security of the 
database on that server,” the letter said. CitySights believes the SQL injection 
compromise occurred about a month earlier, on September 26. In a SQL injection 
attack, hackers find ways to sneak real database commands into the server using the 
Web. They do this by adding specially crafted text into Web-based forms or search 
boxes used to query the back-end database. The company began notifying customers 
about the incident the week of December 6. Victims are being offered 1 year free credit 
monitoring and a 50 percent off coupon, for another CitySights tour. 
Source: 
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9201822/Hackers_hit_New_York_tour_firm_
access_110_00_bank_cards 

10. December 20, Fox News Latino – (International) Bomb damages Spanish bank’s 
branch in Argentine capital. A bomb damaged ATMs and shattered windows 
December 20 at a branch of BBVA-Banco Frances, a unit of Spanish banking giant 
BBVA, in Buenos Aires, Argentina but no one was injured, Argentine police said. They 
said this was the seventh attack of this type this year. The bomb dispersed anarchist 
pamphlets at the bank branch in the Recoleta district about 220 yards from the French 
and Brazilian embassies. The pamphlets criticized repression against the Qom Indians 
in Formosa, a province in northern Argentina, and the death of a young man during a 
protest a few months ago in the southern province of Rio Negro, police said. The 
pamphlets also referred to the leftist Movimiento Todos por la Patria, a group whose 
January 1989 attack on an army base outside Buenos Aires left 39 police, soldiers and 
assailants dead. The bombing is being investigated by a federal judge in Buenos Aires, 
police said. Previous attacks, all committed in the early morning hours and resulting in 
no injuries, targeted Santander Rio, a unit of Spanish bank Grupo Santander, U.S.-
based Citibank and state-owned Banco de la Nacion Argentina, the country’s largest 
bank. The judge investigating the bombings is focusing on Chilean anarchist group 
Celulas Revolucionarias Brigada Andrea Salsedo. The Chilean anarchist group claimed 
responsibility for the bombing in July of the BBVA-Banco Frances branch in Flores, a 
neighborhood in the western part of the capital. 
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Source: http://latino.foxnews.com/latino/news/2010/12/20/bomb-damages-spanish-
banks-branch-argentine-capital/ 

11. December 18, Tennessean.com – (Tennessee) Metro Police, FBI search for serial 
bank robber. Metro Police and the FBI are searching for a man they think has robbed 
at least three banks in Nashville, Tennessee in December. Agents believe the same man 
who robbed the Regions Bank branch at 2409 Lebanon Pike branch December 17 is 
also responsible for robbing the SunTrust Bank branch at 530 Murfreesboro Pike 
December 16 and December 6. In all three robberies, the robber approached the teller 
and indicated he had a weapon. Metro Police and the FBI’s Violent Crimes Task Force 
are asking for the public’s assistance in identifying the man. The robber is described as 
a white man in his late 40s or early 50s with long graying brown hair worn in a ponytail 
and a beard. He is approximately 5’10” tall and weighs approximately 170 pounds. He 
entered the Regions bank wearing a black jacket with an orange T on the front and a 
red ballcap. 
Source: 
http://www.tennessean.com/article/20101218/NEWS03/101218016/Metro+Police++FB
I+search+for+serial+bank+robber 

12. December 17, WEWS 5 Cleveland – (Ohio) Three men rob Cleveland bank at 
gunpoint. Authorities are looking for information after three men robbed a Cleveland, 
Ohio, bank at gunpoint. The robbery happened around 2:30 p.m. December 17 at the 
Fifth Third Bank in the 3500 block of Lorain Avenue in Cleveland. The FBI said three 
men, armed with handguns, entered the bank and demanded money. The men were 
wearing dark clothing and masks. An official with the FBI said this style of bank 
robbery is called a takeover. That’s when the robbers come into the bank with guns 
drawn and order everyone on the ground. They also hit multiple tellers. The FBI 
official said each of the men had different roles in the robbery. While one man stood by 
the door, another man jumped the counter and the third man went to three different 
tellers. The FBI official said they are also looking for a person of interest who was 
acting suspiciously inside the bank right before it was robbed. 
Source: http://www.newsnet5.com/dpp/news/local_news/cleveland_metro/three-men-
rob-cleveland-bank-at-gunpoint 

[Return to top]  

Transportation Sector 

13. December 21, Chicago Sun-Times – (Illinois) 75 flights canceled at O’Hare as icy 
weather lingers. Icy lingering weather canceled flights canceled at O’Hare Airport in 
Chicago, Illinois, December 21. As of 7:30 a.m., 75 flights were canceled with delays 
of at least 45 minutes for some airlines, according to the Chicago Department of 
Aviation. Minor delays were also reported at Midway Airport due to icy roads, 
although no cancellations were reported. A light fog and patchy freezing drizzle was 
expected December 21, according to a National Weather Service meteorologist who 
warned that untreated roadways could become very slick. A winter weather advisory 
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was in effect until 10 a.m. December 21 for much of northern Illinois and northwest 
Indiana, according to the weather service. Area roadways saw dozens of crashes 
December 21. As of about 9:40 p.m., an Illinois State Police District Chicago trooper 
said there were about 30 crashes on area highways. 
Source: http://www.suntimes.com/news/metro/2964504-418/snow-weather-according-
illinois-tuesday.html 

14. December 21, Associated Press – (International) Rome mayor: device on subway 
couldn’t explode. A suspicious package full of wires and powder was found December 
21 in a subway car in Rome, Italy, prompting a terror scare during the Christmas 
season. The device was found at around 10 a.m. inside a train at the Rebibbia station, 
on the outskirts of the Italian capital. The train was at the end of the line and empty 
when the package was found, said Atac, which runs the Rome subway. Bomb-disposal 
experts checked the powder and concluded “the device could not have exploded,” said 
Rome’s Mayor. Atac said in a statement the train was in an area beyond the platform 
that is used for maneuvering when the device was found. They said the station was 
never closed and the service of the B line was not interrupted. 
Source: http://www.google.com/hostednews/ap/article/ALeqM5g9h389-
1LQzOy10780A2VpITgUoQ?docId=f7db61f82f8f4feea64cded1a8bd9784 

15. December 21, Reuters – (International) Weather chaos continues to hit UK 
airports. Snow and freezing temperatures continued to ground flights to and from 
Britain December 21, with travelers hoping to get away for Christmas likely to suffer 
delays and cancellations for several more days. British Airways (BA) said it expects to 
make a “significant number of cancellations” to its shorthaul services from London’s 
Heathrow airport, which will again operate with just one of its two runways December 
21. Thousands of passengers have been stranded at Heathrow, the world’s busiest 
international airport, for days as flights have been delayed and canceled. Arctic 
conditions have caused major disruption to operations since December 17, with BA 
expecting the travel chaos to continue. The British government said it had relaxed 
regulations on night flights at Heathrow December 20, allowing for arrivals until 1 a.m. 
each day until Christmas. 
Source: http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSLNE6BK01S20101221 

16. December 20, Associated Press – (International) Somali pirates hijack ship using 
guns, grenades. Somali pirates hijacked a cargo vessel December 20 after firing rocket 
propelled grenades and small arms at the ship, the European Union Naval Force said. 
The pirates seized the MV Orna about 400 miles northeast of the island nation of the 
Seychelles, said a wing commander. The ship was not registered with maritime 
authorities so the number and nationalities of crew are not known. The commander said 
at least four pirates boarded the vessel and the crew are cooperating and have not 
reported any damage. The MV Orna is a Panama-flagged, bulk cargo vessel owned by 
a company in the United Arab Emirates. Before the hijacking of the MV Orna, pirates 
were holding 23 ships and 555 hostages, according to the EU Naval Force. 
Source: http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20101220/ap_on_re_af/piracy 
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17. December 20, WFAA 8 Dallas – (National) New report blasts FAA for airline 
inspection crisis. A new 35-page report from the Department of Transportation’s 
Inspector General blasts Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) inspectors for failing 
to get critical safety and maintenance checks done in a timely manner. It said federal 
inspections of important systems have fallen behind the most with locally-based 
American and Southwest airlines. In the last decade, the FAA reduced the total number 
of inspections by 75 percent. Still, the report noted overdue inspections continue. It is 
taking nearly 8 years to check airline policies and procedures that are supposed to be 
checked every 5 years. The report also said FAA inspectors missed 340 specific checks 
of critical systems with airlines, making sure they comply with federal rules and safety 
bulletins. The FAA’s inspection office overseeing Southwest Airlines missed the most; 
it was overdue on inspections 57 times. American’s FAA inspectors came in second-
worst, missing 51 checks. A shortage of federal inspectors is the biggest problem, the 
FAA said. The Inspector General’s report covered a 4-year period between 2005 and 
2009. It said the FAA and its inspectors will not catch up with all their checks for 
another 2 years. 
Source: http://www.wfaa.com/news/local/New-report-blasts-FAA-for-airline-
inspection-crisis-112229304.html 

18. December 20, San Diego Union-Tribune – (California) Coast Guard alters security 
rules for cruise ships. The U.S. Coast Guard changed its security regulations for cruise 
ships in San Diego, California, December 20, 2 days before the first ship is set to dock 
at Broadway Pier’s new terminal. From now until at least June 20, 2011, a 100-yard 
security zone will be maintained around cruise ships when they are in port, but only in 
the water, not on land. The previous regulations required both land and water security 
zones, but the land zone has rarely if ever has been imposed since it was declared 9 
years ago following the September 11th terrorist attacks. The policy change was 
announced 1 day before critics were scheduled to ask a federal judge to order the Coast 
Guard to enforce its former policy over the entire zone. If enforced when cruise ships 
are docked at Broadway Pier and B Street Pier, pedestrian access and traffic could be 
limited if not halted on Harbor Drive, Broadway, and other streets and sidewalks. 
Source: http://www.signonsandiego.com/news/2010/dec/20/coast-guard-loosens-
security-rules-cruise-ships/ 

19. December 20, WLS 7 Chicago – (Indiana) Greyhound bus carrying 60 catches 
fire. Dozens of passengers are safe after a Greyhound bus caught fire in Indiana, 
December 20. The bus was traveling on Interstate 70, about 25 miles east of 
Indianapolis, when someone smelled smoke. The driver pulled over and flames started 
to spread. About 60 people were able to get off the bus while some passengers had to 
climb out the windows. A backup bus arrived to take passengers to Indianapolis 
Source: http://abclocal.go.com/wls/story?section=news/local/indiana&id=7854081 

For more stories, see items 4, 23, 35, and 50  
 
[Return to top]  
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Postal and Shipping Sector 
 

Nothing to report 

turn to top]  

griculture and Food Sector 

20. December 21, Washington Post – (National) Food safety bill unexpectedly passes 
Senate. A bill that would overhaul the nation’s food-safety laws for the first time since 
the Great Depression came roaring back to life December 19 as Senate Democrats 
struck a deal with Republicans that helped overcome a technical mistake made 3 weeks 
ago and a filibuster threat that seemed likely to scuttle the legislation. After a weekend 
of negotiations, tense strategy sessions and several premature predictions about the 
bill’s demise, the Senate majority leader, a Democrat, reached a deal with the minority 
leader, a Republican, that the GOP would not filibuster. Without notice and in a matter 
of minutes that evening, the Senate approved the bill by unanimous consent, sending it 
to the House, where passage is expected. The U.S. President has said he would sign the 
legislation, which would give the government far-reaching authority to set and enforce 
safety standards for farmers and food processors. The legislation would affect all whole 
and processed foods except meat, poultry and some egg products, which are regulated 
by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. 
Source: http://www.dailymail.com/News/201012201687 

21. December 21, CNN – (National) Al Qaeda group contemplated poisoning food in 
U.S., officials say. The al Qaeda group that built two toner-cartridge bombs in an 
unsuccessful attempt to blow up planes in October also has contemplated spreading 
poison on salad bars and buffets at U.S. hotels and restaurants, U.S. officials told CNN 
December 21. But U.S. officials sought to downplay the threat — first reported by CBS 
News — saying it was months old, and that it was more in the nature of a discussion of 
“tactics” than an actual plot. Officials implied the tactic is beyond the capabilities of the 
terrorist organization, which is based in the Middle East. The United States has 
received information that al Qaeda was considering the tactic of placing ricin and 
cyanide poisons into food supplies, DHS officials confirmed to CNN. In response to 
that information, U.S. officials met through regular channels with representatives of the 
hotel and restaurant businesses to discuss the possibility that terrorists could target the 
food supply, and to reiterate “best practices” to ensure the food supply is safe. Officials, 
however, likened the threat to numerous others discussed in jihadist publications such 
as the online magazine Inspire, where al Qaeda members and sympathizers discuss 
various ways to attack Western countries. “We’re talking months, not weeks (ago), that 
this came into the threat stream,” one official said. Another U.S. official said, “We’re 
aware that terrorists have been interested in doing this kind of thing for a long time. 
They’ve said as much and, as a result, we take all of this very seriously. But we don’t 
know of any current plotting along these lines.” 
Source: http://edition.cnn.com/2010/US/12/21/al.qaeda.poison.plot/ 
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22. December 20, Bloomberg – (International) Cargill evacuates expatriate workers 
from Ivory Coast. Cargill Inc. said it removed its “small number” of expatriate 
employees from Ivory Coast, the world’s largest cocoa producer, amid post-election 
violence. “Our prime focus is ensuring that all our employees in the country are safe,” a 
spokeswoman for the Minnetonka, Minnesota-based grain distributor said in an e-mail 
December 20. “We have temporarily removed our small number of expatriates from the 
country and have put in place measures to support the safety and security of our Ivorian 
employees.” Cargill, the largest closely held U.S. company, has operated in Ivory Coast 
since 1998, and is following the advice of foreign governments and the United Nations, 
the spokeswoman said. The company has operations to buy, handle and export cocoa 
beans in Brazil, Cameroon, Ivory Coast, Indonesia, and Vietnam. 
Source: http://www.businessweek.com/news/2010-12-20/cargill-evacuates-expatriate-
workers-from-ivory-coast.html 

23. December 20, KCCI 8 Des Moines – (Nebraska) 400K in marijuana found inside 
railcar. Washington County, Nebraska, authorities hit a drug jackpot for the second 
time this year, pulling hundreds of pounds of marijuana from a railroad tanker that sat 
in the Cargill plant in Blair, Nebraska. The estimated street value of the drug was more 
than $400,000. It was found behind a false wall in the tanker that originated in Mexico. 
In all, 37 bricks of pot were seized, each weighing about 10 pounds. “We’re quite 
amazed at how much was there,” a detective said. “It looks like they used expandable 
foam to fill in the cracks. Once that was done, it looks like they used automotive putty 
to kind of make the wall itself.” They then blended it in and painted it, he said. 
Investigators also found a backpack and tools in the tanker, leading them to believe 
someone was trying to break through the wall. In an earlier drug seizure, Cargill 
employees found hundreds of pounds of pot in a railcar. The marijuana is now in the 
hands of the Homeland Security Department. 
Source: http://www.kcci.com/news/26198861/detail.html 

24. December 20, Bellevue Reporter – (Washington; International) Bellevue man 
sentenced to a year in prison for fraudulent honey imports. A 70-year-old Bellevue, 
Washington man was sentenced in U.S. District Court in Seattle to 1 year in prison 
December 20 for his role in counterfeit honey imports. The man admitted in September 
to consistently repackaging honey imported from China to appear from another 
country, saving him nearly $3 million in additional taxes. He was arrested in May 2009 
and charged as part of a federal investigation on falsified honey imports into the U.S. In 
the plea agreement, the man admitted a shipment of Chinese honey that arrived at the 
Port of Seattle in 2008, was contaminated with the antibiotic Ciprofloxacin, an unsafe 
food additive that caused the honey to be adulterated, according to a Department of 
Justice press release. According to records filed in the case, the suspect, through his 
companies Rainier Cascade and Evergreen Produce, purchased honey from China, 
which was then shipped to the Philippines and Thailand where it was re-labeled to 
make it appear as a product from these countries. When the honey arrived in the United 
States, he told U.S. Customs officials the honey was the product of either the 
Philippines or Thailand. 
Source: http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/east_king/bel/news/112213819.html 
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For another story, see item 1  
 
[Return to top]  

Water Sector 

25. December 21, WXYZ 7 Detroit – (Michigan) Boil water alert in effect for 5000 
residents of Chelsea. Residents of Chelsea, Michigan, were on a boil water advisory 
after a 12-inch water main break sent a half-million gallons of water into a swampy 
area near N. Freer Rd. and Trinkle Rd. December 21. City officials said the boil water 
advisory would be in effect until further notice. An alarm notified city officials of the 
water main break shortly after 1 a.m. Residents are advised to boil their water before 
drinking or using it for cooking. 
Source: http://www.wxyz.com/dpp/news/region/washtenaw_county/water-main-break-
in-the-city-of-chelsea 

26. December 20, Asbury Park Press – (New Jersey) Island Heights school in lockdown 
after chlorine leak. A chlorine leak at the municipal water treatment facility forced the 
lockdown of the Island Heights Elementary School in Island Heights, New Jersey for a 
few hours, authorities said. The chlorine leak was discovered before 9:30 a.m. and the 
hazardous materials response team from Berkeley Township responded, according to 
the Ocean County undersheriff. No injuries were reported. The lockdown of the school 
came around 9:30 a.m., according to the school superintendent, who said the school 
was going about its daily routine during the lockdown. Island Heights police and a 
decontamination team from Point Pleasant Borough Fire Company also responded. The 
lockdown was lifted shortly after 11:45 a.m. 
Source: http://www.app.com/article/20101220/NEWS/101220069/Island-Heights-
school-in-lockdown-after-chlorine-leak 

27. December 20, KEYT 3 Santa Barbara – (California) Sewage spills plague SLO 
County. Public health officers in San Luis Obispo County, California, are warning 
residents to stay away from several local creeks and waterways after thousands of 
gallons of sewage leaked out the weekend of December 18 and 19. Officials with the 
San Luis Obispo County Public Health Department said 5,000 gallons of sewage 
spilled into the San Luis Creek December 19 after a pump failure at the reclamation 
plant on Prado Road. About 1,000 gallons of sewage reportedly spilled into San Luis 
Creek in the 1100 block of Pismo Street in San Luis Obispo. In Morro Bay, over 500 
gallons of untreated sewage washed into a storm drain at the intersection of Main 
Nassau Streets. And nearly 2,500 gallons of raw waste was released in Avila Beach 
near 1st Street and San Miguel Avenue. 
Source: http://www.keyt.com/news/local/Sewage-Spills-Plague-SLO-County-
112203064.html 

28. December 20, KPIC 4 Roseburg – (California) Glendale sewage plant dumping into 
Cow Creek. Glendale, Oregon, city officials said their sewage treatment facility was 
overwhelmed by the heavy rainfall December 20. The plant began bypassing a sewage 
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and rainwater mix of about 200 gallons per minute into Cow Creek. The plant could not 
keep up with the rain and snow melt. Officials warned people not to bathe or swim in 
Cow Creek below the City of Glendale’s sewer treatment plant, and to not drink the 
water until further notice. 
Source: http://www.kpic.com/news/local/112189164.html 

[Return to top]  

Public Health and Healthcare Sector 

29. December 21, KKCO 11 Grand Junction – (Colorado) Firefighters investigating fire 
at St. Mary’s Hospital. Firefighters were trying to figure out what started a fire in a 
patient’s room at St. Mary’s Hospital in Grand Junction, Colorado. Just after 10:40 
p.m. December 20, the Grand Junction Fire Department was called to the hospital. The 
battalion chief said they were able to determine a fire was burning in a patient room on 
the fourth floor near the center of the hospital — but it was out by the time crews 
arrived. “It was a significant enough of a fire that it activated the sprinkler system,” he 
said. “The sprinkler system did extinguish the fire prior to our arrival.” He said the 
floor has been evacuated for the night because of smoke and water damage to the area. 
One person was taken to the emergency room by hospital personnel with “injuries 
apparently from the fire.” The cause of the fire is still under investigation. 
Source: 
http://www.nbc11news.com/news/headlines/Firefighters_Investigating_Fire_at_St_Mar
ys_Hospital_112232134.html?ref=134 

30. December 21, Baltimore Sun – (Maryland) Early two-alarm fire damages two 
businesses in Towson. A two-alarm fire broke out at a Towson, Maryland, chiropractic 
office a few blocks from the Baltimore County courthouse December 21, fire officials 
said, though no one was in the building at the time. Fire crews were alerted to a fire in 
the unit block of W. Pennsylvania Ave. in Towson at 1:56 a.m. The first crews arrived 
on the scene at 2:02 a.m., and found a heavy fire on the second floor of the building, 
which houses the Adolph and Kalkstein chiropractic clinic. The fire spread to an 
adjoining building, at 30 W. Pennsylvania Ave., which houses the Gamberdella Bridal 
store. Firefighters were able to bring the blaze under control at 2:57 a.m., about an hour 
after the initial call. No one was injured, officials said, and the fire department’s 
investigative division is looking into the cause of the blaze. 
Source: http://www.baltimoresun.com/news/maryland/baltimore-county/bs-md-co-
towson-fire-20101221,0,5448673.story 

31. December 21, Associated Press – (Georgia; Virginia ) Centra says stolen laptop 
contains patient info. Centra said a laptop containing nearly 14,000 patients’ names 
and billing information was stolen. The Lynchburg, Virginia-based hospital system 
announced the theft December 20. A Centra spokeswoman told the News & Advance 
the laptop was taken in November in Alpharetta, Georgia, from the trunk of a car rented 
by an employee. The employee was in Georgia for a training session. The company 
said the laptop did not contain information that could be used in identity theft, such as 
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Social Security numbers. It also did not contain any medical history information. 
Centra said it is implementing new security measures to protect patient data. 
Source: http://washingtonexaminer.com/news/2010/12/centra-says-stolen-laptop-
contains-patient-info 

32. December 20, Wisconsin State Journal – (Wisconsin) Stolen laptop contained 
medical data on thousands of patients. Medical data from more than 3,000 patients at 
Dean Health System and St. Mary’s Hospital in Wisconsin were stored in a laptop 
stolen from a doctor’s house, prompting Dean and St. Mary’s to offer the patients 
identify theft protection. The laptop, taken November 8, did not contain the people’s 
Social Security numbers, addresses, phone numbers, credit card numbers, or other 
financial information, said a Dean spokeswoman. Dean and St. Mary’s released a 
statement about the situation December 20. They sent letters December 18 to 3,288 
patients who may have been affected. All had surgeries from 2001 through November 
8. The doctor put the patient information on her personal computer, against Dean 
policy. Data on Dean computers are encrypted. Dean and St. Mary’s “are undertaking 
comprehensive reviews of this breach of policy” and reminding employees to protect 
patient privacy, the statement said. In addition to the laptop, the doctor reported a 
purse, an iPod, and a jewelry box stolen from her home in Fitchburg, a lieutenant with 
the Fitchburg Police Department said. 
Source: http://host.madison.com/wsj/news/local/crime_and_courts/article_24f20b7c-
0ca0-11e0-b14e-001cc4c03286.html 

33. December 20, WDIV 4 Detroit – (Michigan) Federal investigators shut down identity 
theft ring. A former employee of the Newland Medical Center in Southfield, 
Michigan, was charged December 20 with 15 counts of identity theft and criminal 
enterprise. The Detroit woman is accused of stealing patient information and giving it 
to her boyfriend. Investigators said the couple stole hundreds of thousands of dollars 
worth of merchandise using the stolen identities of cancer patients. A Michigan State 
Police special task spent several months investigating. Police said the two suspects used 
the stolen money to get credit cards and buy materials to fix up their home. A Michigan 
State Police inspector said, “Since we started this investigation, we’ve had at least a 
dozen other folks who we did not even know, call us. I believe they were victims of 
identity theft.” The accused face 15 counts of ID theft and criminal enterprise. The man 
is also charged with being a habitual offender. 
Source: http://www.clickondetroit.com/news/26197956/detail.html 

34. December 20, Seer Press News – (National) Identity theft protection law amended to 
exempt health care providers. The identity theft protection law called the Red Flags 
Rule was amended through the signing of the Red Flag Program Clarification Act of 
2010 by the U.S. President December 18. The signing narrows down the scope of the 
term “creditor” to exclude health care providers such as physicians, dentists, 
pharmacists, and nurse practitioners in complying with the rule. The Federal Trade 
Commission had postponed enforcement of the rule because groups like the American 
Medical Association filed lawsuits against its implementation. The Red Flags Rule 
requires creditors to create and implement identity theft protection measures. The 
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amended definition of the term “creditor” now excludes small professional practices 
who “advance funds on behalf of a person for expenses incidental to a service provided 
by the creditor to that person.” Previously, it was thought health care providers had to 
comply with the rule because “they do not receive payment in full from their clients at 
the time they provide their services” according to a U.S. Senator. State-chartered credit 
unions and other creditors would still need to prepare identity theft protection measures 
for their customers under the Red Flags Rule. 
Source: http://seerpress.com/identity-theft-protection-law-amended-to-exempt-health-
care-providers/18545/ 

[Return to top]  

Government Facilities Sector 

35. December 21, United Press International – (International) National Guard copter 
crashes off San Juan. A U.S. Army National Guard helicopter crashed in the waters 
off San Juan, Puerto Rico, December 20 with at least one person reported dead, media 
reports said. CNN, citing a Federal Aviation Administration spokeswoman, said at least 
one person died in the crash. Noti Uno radio in Puerto Rico broadcast all six people on 
board had died, but the information was not posted on its Web site. “The preliminary 
information we have ... is that the wreckage of (the) Army National Guard aircraft was 
found in the water near San Juan,” a spokeswoman told CNN in an e-mail. The 
helicopter was destroyed. A lieutenant commander of the U.S. Coast Guard in Miami 
confirmed the crash occurred December 20. The Coast Guard received the call for help 
with search and rescue efforts, a Coast Guard spokesman in San Juan said. He said 
three crew members and three passengers — one guard and two civilians from Puerto 
Rico — were on board. The UH 72 Lakota helicopter was about 1 nautical mile 
northeast from the Puerto Rican coast when it crashed, officials said. 
Source: http://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2010/12/21/National-Guard-
copter-crashes-off-San-Juan/UPI-37701292944639/ 

36. December 20, Associated Press – (International) U.S. reports threat against embassy 
in Stockholm. The U.S. State Department said the U.S. Embassy in Stockholm, 
Sweden, has stepped up its security after receiving an unspecified threat. The embassy 
said in a notice to American citizens in Sweden December 20 that it decided to boost its 
security posture in light of the threat, a suicide bombing the week of December 13, and 
an increased threat level in the country. The notice gave no additional details but said 
its additional security measures were “prudent and necessary.” The week of December 
13, a suicide bomber killed himself and injured two people when some of the bombs he 
was wearing exploded among panicked Christmas shoppers in downtown Stockholm. 
Police suspect the explosives went off accidentally near a pedestrian street, and that the 
suspect planned to detonate them in a place where they would inflict more damage. 
Source: http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2010/12/20/AR2010122004367.html 
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37. December 19, KIRO 7 Seattle – (Washington) U. of Wash. lab evacuated, flourine 
gas leaked. The Seattle, Washington, Fire Department (SFD) responded to a hazmat 
incident December 17 at the University of Washington’s Henderson Hall in the Applied 
Physics Lab. A SFD spokeswoman said the building was evacuated because flourine 
gas is toxic. Seattle fire said 3 to 4 cubic centimeters of the gas was released on the first 
floor lab. A lab technician said he heard a hiss, turned off the valve and left to call 9-1-
1. The spokeswoman said hazmat team members suited up in “level A” protection and 
entered the lab where the gas leaked to ensure the nozzle was closed. The amount of 
flourine released was minimal. The incident began at about 4:30 p.m. The building has 
been turned over to the university for clean up. 
Source: http://www.firehouse.com/topic/rescue-and-special-ops/u-wash-lab-evacuated-
flourine-gas-leaked 

For another story, see item 26  
 
[Return to top]  

Emergency Services Sector 

38. December 20, WPBF 25 West Palm Beach – (Florida) Coast Guard investigates hoax 
distress calls. The U.S. Coast Guard is investigating a series of hoax mayday calls 
made in November near Hobe Sound, Florida. Coast Guard officials said December 20 
the hoax distress calls were made in early November from a person in the vicinity of 
Hobe Sound. When asked to provide his position, the caller provided false GPS 
coordinates. In one of the distress calls, the caller claimed the hull of his boat was 
cracked. The calls were made on a radio channel reserved for emergency 
communication. Coast Guard officials said they triangulated a general area where the 
calls originated. Under federal law, knowingly and willfully transmitting a hoax 
distress call is a felony punishable by up to 6 years in prison, a $250,000 fine, and 
restitution to the Coast Guard for all costs incurred while responding to the call. 
Source: http://www.wpbf.com/r/26197295/detail.html 

For more stories, see items 47 and 48  
 
[Return to top]  

Information Technology Sector 

39. December 21, Help Net Security – (International) Worm blocks access to 
Facebook. A relatively new worm Symantec named “W32.Yimfoca” presents a never 
before seen modus operandi. A variant of the worm spreads via Yahoo! Messenger and, 
once installed, downloads and installs W32.Yimfoca on the target system. Lately, it has 
been noticed it specifically targets Facebook users by denying them access to their 
accounts if they do not complete a survey. Every time a user lands on the Facebook 
homepage, a window offering the surveys pops up. Also, while the victim fills out the 
survey, a progress bar is shown accompanied by a “threat” — “You have only 3 
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minutes to fill out the selected survey or you will not have access to your account.” 
Once the user has completed a survey he/she can access his/her account. If the user 
does not complete the survey within 3 minutes, the worm will not allow him/her to 
access the account while it is running — and it resets even after a reboot of the infected 
computer. The worm blocks access to Facebook only if Internet Explorer is being used. 
Using any other browser fails to trigger the worm and a user can access his/her 
Facebook account without being sidetracked by pop-ups. 
Source: http://www.net-security.org/malware_news.php?id=1575 

40. December 21, Softpedia – (International) New URL shortener hijacks browsers for 
DDoS. In order to outline the dangers of implicitly trusting shortened URLs, a student 
has launched a service which generates links that take users to their destination, but 
also hijack their browsers for DDoS. Called d0z.me, the service is the creation of a 
computer science major at the University of Tulsa, who describes himself as a security 
enthusiast. This recently created JavaScript-based LOIC allows people to voluntarily 
join a DDoS effort by visiting a Web page instead of installing an application on their 
computers. The tool works by modifying an image tag’s src attribute in order to force 
the browser to continuously send HTTP requests to the targeted server. D0z.me was 
released as a proof-of-concept and works by loading the destination page in a 
transparent iframe. The source code is freely available under GPL. To use the service, 
attackers must specify the destination link and the URL to be targeted. The title of the 
page can also be configured. The resulting short URL can then be spread on social 
media Web sites in order to attract as many visitors as possible. People who click on 
the link will have no indication that something is wrong, except for the url in the 
address bar, which does not change from d0z.me. Meanwhile, in the background, their 
computer will send hundreds of requests per minute to the target URL. The more time 
spent on the legit destination page, the more effective the attack is. 
Source: http://news.softpedia.com/news/New-URL-Shortener-Hijacks-Browsers-for-
DDoS-173982.shtml 

41. December 21, Help Net Security – (International) Database of routers’ embedded 
private SSL keys published. The recent publishing of a database containing over 
2,000 private SSL keys hard-coded into various routers — with their corresponding 
public certificates and hardware/firmware versions — has made an attack that involves 
decrypting the traffic going through the device very easy to execute. “While most of 
these certificates are from DD-WRT firmware, there are also private keys from other 
vendors including Cisco, Linksys, D-Link, and Netgear,” said a member of the 
/dev/ttyS0 group that is behind this project called LittleBlackBox. “Many routers that 
provide an HTTPS administrative interface use default or hard-coded SSL keys that can 
be recovered by extracting the file system from the device’s firmware. Private keys can 
be recovered by supplying LittleBlackBox with the corresponding public key. If the 
public key is not readily available, LittleBlackBox can retrieve the public certificate 
from a pcap file, live traffic capture, or by directly querying the target host,” he wrote. 
He offered the LittleBlackBox’s code for download. 
Source: http://www.net-security.org/secworld.php?id=10348 
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42. December 20, H Security – (International) Phrack hole closed in ProFTPD. The 
development team behind ProFTPD has released version 1.3.3d, which closes a critical 
security hole in the SQL module of all previous versions. The flaw was reported 
roughly 1 month ago in Phrack, the hacker magazine. A buffer overflow in the function 
sql_prepare_where() allows attackers to remotely execute arbitrary code on the server. 
The developers themselves suffered when this vulnerability was exploited by still 
unknown parties, who entered the project server and installed a back door in the source 
code. The new version also fixes a number of additional bugs; as a result, the GPL-
licensed server is reportedly now more stable. At the same time, the developers have 
also published the first release candidate for version 1.3.4. 
Source: http://www.h-online.com/security/news/item/Phrack-hole-closed-in-ProFTPD-
1156782.html 

43. December 20, Softpedia – (International) Defrag scareware distributed through 
compromised OpenX servers. Scammers behind the new family of scareware 
programs that pose as hard disk drive defragmentation utilities are using vulnerable 
OpenX servers to launch drive-by downloads and infect users. This new attack was 
spotted by security researchers from Web application security solutions vendor 
Armorize Technologies, who revealed the week of December 12 that the same cyber 
criminals managed to get malicious ads onto Google’s and Microsoft’s advertising 
networks. This piece of scareware goes by different names including “HDD Tools”, 
“HDD Plus”, “Ultra Defragger”, “Smart Defragmenter”, “HDD Defragmenter”, 
“System Defragmenter”, “Disk Defragmenter”, “Quick Defragmenter”, “Check Disk”, 
or “Scan Disk.” The attackers begin by exploiting known vulnerabilities in outdated 
OpenX ad servers to inject rogue code into the /www/delivery/ajs.php banner serving 
script. The code generates an iframe on the public facing pages, which points to an 
externally hosted instance of the BleedingLife v2 exploit pack. This toolkit serves 
exploits for two vulnerabilities in older Flash Player versions, two affecting Adobe 
Reader, and two Java. “The exploitation success rate is 28 percent, which is very high,” 
said Armorize’s CTO. Antivirus detection rate for these reliably written exploits is very 
low on VirusTotal, while detection for the dropped scareware is around 63 percent. 
Source: http://news.softpedia.com/news/Defrag-Scareware-Distributed-Through-
Compromised-OpenX-Servers-173616.shtml 

44. December 20, United Press International – (International) Most hacker attacks are 
quietly blocked. The WikiLeaks battle has put the spotlight on cyberattacks, but most 
hacker blitzes are foiled and pass without public notice, U.S. experts said. Hackers 
assaulted five big online retailers as the holiday shopping season began November 30. 
But a global network run by Akamai Technologies of Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
intercepted the data deluge, The Boston Globe reported. Akamai, an Internet 
infrastructure company, is one of many that defend the Internet against distributed 
denial of service, or DDOS, attacks like the one employed by the WikiLeaks backers. 
When a DDOS attack hit the retailers November 30, the spike in traffic was spotted 
immediately at Akamai’s operations center in India. Akamai, with about 80,000 servers 
in 70 countries, instantly assigned extra ones to handle the traffic, ensuring that the 
retailers would not be overwhelmed. The sites were assaulted for 3 days, but not 
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knocked offline. Akamai would not reveal who the retailers were. 
Source: http://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2010/12/20/Most-hacker-attacks-are-
quietly-blocked/UPI-80361292858614/ 

45. December 20, CSO – (International) Researchers create botnet to learn how it 
works. A team of researchers in Canada recently released results of a study where they 
created a botnet strictly for experimental purposes. The simulation allowed the 
researchers at Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal, with collaborators at Nancy University 
in France, and Carlton University in Ottawa, to observe the botnet’s behavior while 
keeping it from infecting other machines. In order to gain more insight into what the 
researchers called “one of the most worrying computer security threats,” the 
experiment recreated an isolated version of the Waledac botnet. Waledac, which was 
taken down by Microsoft earlier this year, at one point consisted of an estimated 
70,000-90,000 infected computers and was responsible for as much as 1.5 billion spam 
messages per day. For the research, approximately 3,000 copies of Windows XP were 
loaded onto a cluster of 98 servers at Ecole Polytechnique. Nodes were infected with 
the Waledac worm by loading it onto them from DVDs, instead of connecting to other 
machines. The goal was to gather information about the botnet in order to understand as 
much as is possible about its architecture and modes of operation. The attack managed 
to stop the botnet from sending out spam within an hour, researchers said. 
Source: 
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9201802/Researchers_create_botnet_to_learn
_how_it_works 

Internet Alert Dashboard 

To report cyber infrastructure incidents or to request information, please contact US-CERT at sos@us-cert.gov or 
visit their Web site: http://www.us-cert.gov 
 
Information on IT information sharing and analysis can be found at the IT ISAC (Information Sharing and 
Analysis Center) Web site: https://www.it-isac.org  

 
[Return to top]  

Communications Sector 

46. December 21, Arizona Daily Sun – (Arizona) Weather knocks out second station. A 
combination of rain and strong gusts of wind took two different Flagstaff, Arizona 
radio stations off the air December 19. Radio transmitters based on Mount Elden for 
The WOLF (KWMX) and KNAU (91.7) lost power due to severe weather, Arizona 
Public Service officials said. A member of Northland Radio, located at 96.7, said APS 
officials told him power to the transmitters should be restored by December 22 or 
December 23. A third transmitter for KNAU’s 88.7 FM channel also lost power 
December 19, but power was restored December 20. 
Source: http://www.azdailysun.com/news/local/article_8093242c-2db4-5bc4-bdc2-
28ed9b24055d.html 
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47. December 21, Watertown Daily Times – (New York) Fiber-optic line cuts disrupt 
telephone service around state. Two levels of telephone service were interrupted in 
the north country of New York December 20 when one or more fiber-optic lines were 
cut. The emergency services director of St. Lawrence County said a “major” fiber-optic 
line cut in the Rochester area left areas around the state without standard telephone 
service. A sheriff said the county’s phone system is down, but anyone with an 
emergency can call 911. The sheriff said the problem resides with PAETEC, a 
Rochester-area telecommunications provider. County fire officials requested that all 
fire stations be staffed because of the outage. In Jefferson County, New York 
meanwhile, nearly all of the AT&T cell towers were experiencing technical difficulty. 
Company officials said full phone service should be restored between 9 a.m. and 10 
a.m. December 21. 
Source: http://www.watertowndailytimes.com/article/20101221/NEWS05/312219964 

48. December 21, Watertown Daily Times – (New York) Fiber-optic line cuts disrupt 
telephone service around state. Two levels of telephone service were interrupted in 
the north country of New York December 20, when one or more fiber-optic lines were 
cut. The St. Lawrence County emergency services director said a “major” fiber-optic 
line cut in the Rochester area left areas around the state without standard telephone 
service. A sheriff said the county’s phone system is down, but anyone with an 
emergency can call 911. He said the problem resides with PAETEC, a Rochester-area 
telecommunications provider. The interim county information technology office 
director said anyone having trouble calling 911 from a land line phone should be able 
to get through on a cell phone. County fire officials requested that all fire stations be 
staffed because of the outage. In Jefferson County, meanwhile, nearly all of the AT&T 
cell towers were experiencing technical difficulty. Company officials said full phone 
service should be restored between 9 and 10 a.m. December 21. 
Source: http://www.watertowndailytimes.com/article/20101221/NEWS05/312219964 

[Return to top]  

Commercial Facilities Sector 

49. December 21, Columbia State – (South Carolina) Fire destroys cars, AAA offices in 
Forest Acres. A fire caused more than $2 million worth of damage to the AAA office 
and car care center in Forest Acres, South Carolina, December 20. Almost 50 Columbia 
Fire Department firefighters using ladders battled the fire for an hour and a half before 
bringing it under control around 3 p.m., the Columbia fire chief said. The damage 
included seven cars destroyed inside the AAA garage. The cars were being worked on 
by mechanics, he said. Three cars outside the shop were heavily damaged, and six 
others nearby were moderately damaged. The fire started inside the garage area, where 
the mechanics were working on cars and using an oil heater to keep warm. “One guy 
said he heard a sound and turned around and the oil heater was on fire,” he said. “It 
spread so quick they couldn’t do anything with it.” The six workers inside the garage 
managed to escape, along with 11 employees and three customers who were in the front 
offices. The fire mostly fed on the walls and ceiling, he said. The modern 1-story brick 
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building is at 4526 Forest Drive, between Trenholm Road and Clemson Avenue. 
Source: http://www.thestate.com/2010/12/20/1614004/aaa-car-care-center-on-
fire.html#RSS=local 

50. December 20, Modesto Bee – (California) Choir ‘flash mob’ forces evacuation of 
Roseville Galleria. The Westfield Galleria in Roseville, California, was evacuated 
December 20 after fears of overcrowding. Several thousand people gathered in the food 
court on the second story of the mall for a performance organized by the Sacramento 
Choral Society, according to a Roseville Fire Department spokesman. He said the first 
911 call came at 6:30 p.m. Somebody reported hearing two pops that sounded like the 
floor was giving way, and another person said the floor was shifting. Between 40 and 
50 calls then flooded 911, all of the callers worried about the floor starting to shift or 
too many people gathered in one spot in the mall. Emergency personnel began arriving 
at 6:45 p.m. and immediately started evacuations. Two engineers from the Roseville 
building department were inspecting the floors to test their structural integrity. The 
California Highway Patrol’s (CHP) Traffic Management Center reported the CHP 
closed the exits from Highway 65 to Galleria Boulevard to prevent more traffic from 
entering the area. Galleria shoppers reported officials announced the evacuation over 
the public address system shortly after 7 p.m. Witnesses reported that crowds were 
calm and there was no sign of panic. 
Source: http://www.modbee.com/2010/12/20/1480437/roseville-galleria-
evacuation.html 

51. December 20, Contra Costa Times – (California) SWAT team takes man into 
custody after Long Beach hotel standoff. A man who allegedly shot and killed his 
stepson in Panorama City in Los Angeles, California surrendered December 20, after 
he was shot with less-than-lethal rounds during a 22-hour standoff with Los Angeles 
Police Department SWAT officers at a Long Beach, California hotel. The 58-year-old 
man is suspected of shooting his stepson at about 9:30 p.m. December 19, in a house on 
Canterbury Avenue. Los Angeles police located the suspect in a room at the Luxury Inn 
in the 5900 block of Long Beach Boulevard. LAPD SWAT officers arrived on scene 
about 6:45 a.m. and police began evacuating guests and residents at the motel shortly 
thereafter, an LAPD spokesman said. The incident ended when SWAT officers shot the 
man with less-than-lethal rounds, specifically plastic rounds, at about 9:20 a.m. LAPD 
officers then took the man to their Mission Division station where he was being 
questioned and expected to be booked on a charge of murder, the spokesman said. 
Source: http://www.contracostatimes.com/california/ci_16901315?nclick_check=1 

52. December 20, Colorado Spring Gazette – (Colorado) Woman burned in propane gas 
explosion at Springs motel. A woman was severely burned December 19, in what 
firefighters in Colorado Springs, Colorado, suspect was a flash explosion of propane 
gas that was ignited inside an apartment at a North Nevada Avenue motel. Firefighters 
received a call of a possible fire and explosion involving propane gas at the Skylark 
Apartment, 3830 N. Nevada Ave., at 5:20 p.m., a fire spokesman said. When 
firefighters arrived 4 minutes later, they saw light smoke coming from one of the 
apartments, but no flames, he said. There were four people inside the apartment at the 
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time of the explosion. A man was treated at the apartment. The woman who was burned 
was flown to a Denver hospital with burns to her body and her face. 
Source: http://www.denverpost.com/news/ci_16903012 

53. December 20, KENS 5 San Antonio – (Texas) CPS office building evacuated after 
fire starts in basement. CPS workers returned to work after a morning fire forced the 
evacuation of the entire main building on Navarro Street in San Antonio, Texas. All 
400 employees who work in the building were forced to evacuate before 9 a.m. 
December 20. A spokesperson for the company said they received a call around 8:45 
a.m. about smoke coming out of the basement. The company’s emergency evacuation 
plan was put into motion, and employees in all 10 floors were told they had to get out. 
CPS officials said it appeared papers located too close to a heating and air conditioning 
vent caused the fire. Some electrical equipment was damaged, but firefighters were 
able to get the fire under control quickly. CPS officials said a fire drill they held last 
month helped employees know exactly where to meet up, and no one suffered injuries. 
Source: http://www.kens5.com/news/CPS-Energy-sparked-fire-of-its-own-at-its-
Navarro-Street-building-112195844.html 

54. December 20, DNAinfo.com – (New York) Suspicious package shuts down 
Macy’s. A suspicious package caused the evacuation of Macy’s department store in the 
middle of the holiday shopping rush December 20 in New York City. Police closed off 
Broadway from 34th to 35th Streets and Herald Square in New York after a call came 
in at about 12:30 p.m. concerning a suspicious suitcase in front of the store, police said. 
Shoppers and employees were evacuated from Macy’s as the bomb squad inspected the 
package, police on the scene said. Police reopened the store and gave the all clear at 2 
p.m. after a member of the counter terrorism unit, clad in a bomb suit, cut open the 
suitcase and found clothing inside. 
Source: http://www.dnainfo.com/20101220/midtown/suspicious-package-shuts-down-
macys 

For another story, see item 36  
 
[Return to top]  

National Monuments and Icons Sector 

55. December 20, Associated Press – (Wyoming) Avalanche danger high in NW 
Wyoming mountains. New snow has raised the avalanche danger in northwestern 
Wyoming. The avalanche danger in higher elevations in the Bridger-Teton National 
Forest was listed as “high” December 20. The risk was considered moderate below 
7,500 feet. One backcountry skier was swept up by an avalanche December 19 after 
crossing out of the Jackson Hole Mountain Resort. The Jackson Hole News & Guide 
reported that he was injured but was not buried in the slide. Nearly 1 foot of snow fell 
in Jackson, and wind gusts blew up to 50 mph on Rendezvous Mountain. The storm 
was expected to wind down December 21, although snow showers could linger through 
December 23. 
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Source: http://billingsgazette.com/news/state-and-regional/wyoming/article_be1c409e-
0c58-11e0-bd74-001cc4c03286.html 

[Return to top]  

Dams Sector 

56. December 21, Chattanooga Times Free Press – (Tennessee) TVA must install liner at 
leaking pond. A State of Tennessee order against the Tennessee Valley Authority 
(TVA) will idle the Kingston Fossil Plant’s new $456 million air scrubber until the 
utility drains and relines the 1-year-old gypsum waste pond that sprang a leak. The 
leak, discovered December 15 — 1 week before the 2-year anniversary of TVA’s 1.2 
million-gallon coal ash spill at the same Harriman, Tennessee, plant — sent a shock 
wave through the community. On December 20, a TVA spokeswoman said the utility 
has no estimate of how much time it will take or what it will cost to comply with a 
Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation order to install a synthetic 
liner in the pond, which now is lined only with clay. The state order described the 
discovery of the leak as “a small vortex visible at the surface of the water in the 
gypsum landfill.” According to the order, a TVA contractor “identified a dropout or 
sinkhole in the landfill liner. ... The leak was approximately one-to-two feet in 
diameter.” On the other side of the dike wall, water was found seeping out just inches 
from the Clinch River. Last week, TVA described the leak as being “quarter-sized.” 
The state and TVA said the leak appeared to be mostly clear water, not gypsum. 
“There’s very little gypsum in the pond, still,” said TVA’s general manager for the 
Kingston ash recovery project. The coal ash waste, spilled December 22, 2008, came 
from 50 years of burning coal within the plant. The gypsum pond is about 1 mile from 
the 2008 ash pond spill site. 
Source: http://www.istockanalyst.com/article/viewiStockNews/articleid/4760304 
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